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Abstract

Iconography Profiles
Matthew Forrest

This thesis examines the connection between art and its viewer and how this
understanding of audience interaction impacts the way I create my work. The inspiration
and spiritual basis for my work is explored to show the meaning behind my thesis
collection. This document also explores the methodology and processes I use in the
creation of my art. I also discuss the way in which my work is displayed with
consideration towards lighting and the creation of the art being exposed from start to
finish for my audience. The concluding thoughts in this thesis sum up the importance of
religious symbolism and my recreation of the appropriated imagery that I have given a
new voice to through my methodology and interpretation as an artist.
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Introduction
Within the following sections, I would like you to consider the role in which
contemporary and traditional religious art has taken in my work. My art practice is a
search to revise time-honored traditional religious iconography. Through conversations
with various religious leaders on imagery’s significance and public religious artwork, I
was able to determine my focus and choice of imagery. The moral and spiritual
influences in my work are personal ones; however, my ideas are tied to a religious culture
that is filled with appropriated imagery from the past. These images have been
unchanged for many years allowing me to redefine that imagery into my art concept.
Placing the art outside the environment of the church/synagogue allows the viewer a
contemporary context in which to contemplate notions not only of religiosity but the
spirituality of humanity.
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Public Art
A quote from Lawrence Alloway shows my own relationship to producing art
prior to this last year: “Though art may be a private act in its origins, this is not what we
can be expected to see, as art becomes part of a system of public information. Art is a
public system to which we, as spectators or consumers, have random access.”1 This
remains true to my beliefs about creating artwork. However, it has become more
apparent to me to not only display my work, but to physically produce it before the
public. This new strategy has the ability to make an interaction occur that is otherwise
inaccessible for both myself and the viewer.
This notion was brought about through my thesis work production, and its
significance has been extensive for me by opening up the dynamic between my art, the
public, and myself. Whether the public questions, supports, or offers words of advice
during a project, all commentary is encouraged and applied to expanding the work,
potentially affecting the final product. In one situation, a bystander stated to me, “I like
having you around.” Again, the artist’s presence can significantly influence one’s
experience and create a different kind of reaction or interaction.
The artist’s public presence while producing art can generate a two-fold
connotation: a display of the personal devotion and time allocated to the piece, and a
feeling of accessibility to the artist and artwork. Traditionally, much of the art world
believes that public art should provide a resource for reflection within public space and
for the work to foster their ideas, concerns, and experiences. By combining these notions
1

Pormey, Sally and David Morgan. The Visual Culture of American Religions. Berkeley,
Calif.: University of California, 2001, 29-31 & 40-42.
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about public art with characteristics of religious art, I’m attempting to create a
contemporary space for religious imagery to exist.

Inspiration and Spiritual Imagery
Inspiration behind my work has generally come from my own religious
experiences and investigations into spiritual imagery. Although I am a practicing
Christian, this fact alone does not stand as the only inspirational factor in my production
of faith-based artwork. The fact that Christian art has existed for nearly 2,000 years,
along with the reality that the development of art has been closely tied to religion as a
whole, has been a concept worth expanding upon. Because one’s faith is at the core of
their being and distinguishes the individual’s world view, it is a vital part of the human
condition. Along with such a grandiose notion, symbolism has become such an inclusive
dynamic of religion used to simplify or represent not only various Biblical figures,
stories, and events, but ultimately, the ideologies behind them. Religious icons are these
types of symbols that reflect a Biblical or spiritual story or message, typically being
emotion-laden. While I chose the subject matter for each piece for various reasons,
including personal affinity for particular biblical stories, most of the icons or symbols I
have chosen to work with are not necessarily strictly “religious” in appearance or content.
For example, my piece entitled “Swarm” was inspired by an image derived from
the scriptural story of the locus plague cast on Egypt. I found this image in the form of
an iconostas painting in St. Vladimir Ukrainian Orthodox Church in Pittsburgh, PA. It
was necessary, I felt, that my piece be “larger-than-life” creating it into a wall
installation, allowing the fury and disorder to be effectively depicted. This biblical story
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was applicable to my artistic production not only because it is a biblical story widely
recognized by many, but also because of the context of the story itself. While Swarm
depicts the plague of locusts, in scripture the plague of locusts were sent to signify God’s
reprimanding yet redeeming power. The plague was cast to not only punish Pharaoh but
to exemplify God’s eminent powers. At the same time, however, it is very simple for a
viewer to experience Swarm in a completely secular nature, taking in the volume, fervor,
and spirit that the work possesses. For the religious and secular viewer, my hope was to
incite an emotion that is parallel between both.
With my two white on white relief prints entitled Christ and Holy Mother with
Child, both images had come from St. Mary Russian Orthodox Church, also from
Pittsburgh, PA. The image of Christ was “framed” by embellished and gilded ornamental
detail containing vines, briars, halos, and crosses which, in themselves, symbolized the
passion and majesty of Christ. Here, the decorative work around the image becomes not
only part of the image itself but a focal point of the piece. Similarly, the image of Mary
holding Jesus was portrayed with decorative work surrounding the figures including stars
and halos. These images are considered to be two of only five miracle-working icons in
the city of Pittsburgh. The imagery that I chose to work with was the ornamental detail
and not the figures themselves. This was done by abstracting and embossing the
decorative work around the figures’ outlines but leaving the figures blank. Also, I chose
the white on white contrast to help convey the notion of belief and trust that the miracle
icons possess. Believers who experience a miracle do so though the power of the unseen,
and so white was used to display the unknown, or faith, that is needed to experience the
work.
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By choosing traditionally religious imagery and interpreting the concepts into
reconfigured designs and abstractions, it is my hope to stimulate transformation of the
image into something accessible and equally as poignant for viewers of all backgrounds
and beliefs. Likewise, it was impressed upon me by Rabbi Yisroel Miller from the
Jewish Culture Center of Pittsburgh (one of the several spiritual counselors that I worked
with for my thesis) that abstract art is like faith, both requiring a belief in an underlying
conviction that may not be as easily apparent to all, and this single notion acted as a
driving force behind my thesis work concept. Laymen and pastors have been a resource
of information pertaining to the faith and have provided invaluable insight into their
religious beliefs. The exploration into understanding how religious art can be
incorporated and improved on, for me, is an ongoing investigation.

Processes
The choice to make work using the tools I have gathered as an artist and printer
has given me the opportunity to change appropriated imagery into something new. My
underlying process goal was to change icon imagery into a fragmented and even distorted
representation of the original image. This was accomplished through various
printmaking techniques, such as large-format screen printing, which provided the outline
for tracing with silver point. My thesis work began by taking a photo of various icons
and artifacts inside the given church. This photographic image was run though a digital
vectoring filter using Corel Draw software. Using this software information, the image
was projected from my laptop using a digital projector, which served as an outline that I
used to trace onto an acetate sheet. I hand drew the lines with opaquing pens and markers
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to make the image withstand U.V. light. Once the drawing was complete, I exposed that
image onto a photo-sensitized silk screen and then printed my altered image onto paper.
Finally, I drew back into the image using silver point. The same initial steps, excluding
the silk screening process, were taken to make my installation wall piece. The overall
process is composed of various steps which I feel is necessary in effectively conveying
my imagery. In order to create contemporary iconic works, I use a “reverse approach”
that destructs an existing image and breaks it down into an abstracted form that is
stylized.
Much of the line work created in my drawing comes from a traditional process of
the past; silver point. While other processes for producing my work incorporate modern
technology to enhance the line qualities, it is the medium of silver point that stands out as
the primary visual quality. Dating back to the 16th century, silver point was used by
artists for preliminary work when making master works of art, and has been considered a
sketching material used for design purposes only.2 The technique itself involves a great
deal of time, dedication, and skill. As opposed to the drawing media of graphite or
charcoal, using silver point is more a more labor-intensive process requiring heavy
application pressure and frequent re-sharpening on sandpaper.
Pure silver is formed to be used in a mechanical pencil device and is drawn
directly onto the surface of a pre-gesso material such as paper or board. From a process
standpoint, I chose to use silver point directly on gallery walls primarily because of the
heightened oxidization opportunity that wall space provides. Over time, the image
2

Cennini, D’andrea Cennino. The Craftsman’s Handbook. New York: Dover
Publications,1960, 5.
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becomes darkened and richer, allowing the illustration to fill out and become more
visually apparent as the silver point comes in contact with the air around it. The oxygen
and moisture in the air continues to oxidize the drawing, continually changing and
altering the work itself, allowing the piece to take on an evolutionary embodiment
enhanced with bolded lines and hues of greens and browns. I have also used silver point
to draw onto paper which is coated with a French chalk and magnesium carbonate base,
allowing the silver transfer to occur. I feel there is a strong connection between the
dynamic medium of silver point and the intent of my work, both based upon a
metamorphosis of sorts. This metamorphosis concept is extended to my choice of
displaying my large piece of 18 x 15 directly onto the gallery wall. The work itself will
eventually be erased after it has been displayed for a short period of time. By using this
temporary display method, I intended to accomplish two objectives: create a shared
experience and question the presence that the work has. Making the work limited, finite,
and ever-changing differs it from a permanent work of art.

Display
While my methodology and redefinition of the icon imagery was composed in a
contemporary context, I wanted to ensure that the nature behind the religious
representations remained reverent and somewhat constant with tradition. Two displaying
techniques, in particular, assisted this concept in my thesis show: placement and lighting.
In many churches, the placement of the artwork is significant. Usually placed
considerably higher than eye level, the object, viewed from below, was intended to
express an essence of divinity. The placement chosen for my show pieces is an extension
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of this traditional concept, displaying the religious imagery at a height greater than
conventional gallery installment.
My investigations into religious artwork within its traditional setting or place of
worship also brought about the second element I used for display; lighting.
Understanding how the religious community displays objects using light has helped me
view lighting as a tool to provide a response to the imagery itself, creating a certain
insight into the work. While places of worship are traditionally lacking an abundance of
internal lighting, the ambiance is solemn, and object lighting, while subtle, creates a large
impact. I also think of the use of lighting in the same way contemporary artist, James
Turrell, used lighting to promote or heighten an experience, as he explains, “…our
discernible world varies with the quantity of light. Often we feel peaceful when we settle
into an indirectly illuminated space or dim corner... we feel more reassured than scared,
and the faintness of light calms and relaxes us.”3 Likewise, within the gallery space, I
chose to simplify my lighting down to the basic light needed to present the work,
eliminating gallery fixtures. I also wanted to avoid the casting of shadows onto the work,
and present a unified experience when viewing the show comprehensively. Both
placement and lighting were significant elements in my goal of creating a unified show
that conceptualizes the sentiment of religious artwork.

3

Kennedy, R. Lee. “DesignSource.”13 Aug 1996.
<http://people.virginia.edu/~rlk3p/desource/quotes.html> (12 March 2008).
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Conclusion
Derived from existing imagery from religious sources, all of my thesis work has
been altered and deconstructed into a new form. Each image was taken from a place of
worship in the Pittsburgh area and has been altered and regenerated through the various
types of aforementioned contemporary digital and print processes that facilitate the
distinction of my work. By altering the object’s image, I am able to question the
significance of the image or symbol, which is the message. For me, understanding the
artist’s message is more important than trying to relate to the artist’s rendering of the
image. Allowing the viewer to do just this, I have transformed the appropriated imagery
into grey space (or white on white in some cases). This enables the viewer to
conceptualize their own significance of the story being told.
The goal is to provide a connection between the object and how the object
portrays an ideal of what faith is based on. This connection is needed to make my work
relevant. By simplifying appropriated imagery, it is my intent to reduce them into
meaningful messages that are accessible to both religious and secular communities.
Although the connection to the religious image is the starting point for the creation of my
work, my ambition is to adapt the imagery and make it available in a new way to viewers
from all backgrounds. By transforming its previous influence beyond its scope and into a
fresh context, I am allowing for a message to be created that has universal meaning.
Contemporary artist, Frank McEntire, similarly transforms existing religious
artifacts into new artistic statements. In his work called Reassemblies, McEntire
reworked and transformed discarded religious objects including shrines, statues, and
books into new works of art, giving them renewed meaning. Although his work
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commented on our consumer society, it also emphasized spiritual transformation and the
thin boundaries between art, religion, and even politics. 4 Like McEntire, I chose
imagery that was often overlooked, forgotten, or misplaced over the life of the object.
My interest lies in rediscovering the object’s purpose, which is evoking emotion, but
redefining and transforming it though print and drawing processes. As a mediator of
sorts, I view myself as a translator of the religious experience, expressing what is at the
core of faith and projecting that into pure emotion. While many people believe their faith
to be an essential component of their lives, more importantly, the nature of the human
condition seeks emotional connectivity, and that element of humanity is something I feel
compelled to advance through art.

4

McDannell, Colleen. Material Christianity: Religion and Popular Culture in America.
New Haven: Yale University, 1995, 17-38.
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Figure 2
Timex Tabernacle
Detail
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Figure 3
Detail
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Figure 4
Detail
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Figure 5
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Figure 6
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Figure 7
Warner Sallman
Head of Christ
1940 oil on canvas 281/4 x 22 1/8”
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Figure 8
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St. Vladimir’s Ukraine Orthodox church
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Figure 9
Detail
St. Vladimir’s Ukraine Orthodox church
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Figure 10
“Holy Mother with Child”
Miracle Working Icon
St. Mary Russian Orthodox Church
Pittsburgh PA
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Figure 11
“Christ”
Miracle Working Icon
St. Mary Russian Orthodox Church
Pittsburgh PA
2008
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Figure 12
“The Good Shepherd”
Example of Folk image
Artist unknown
Date unknown
Antique Mall
Canonsburg PA
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Figure 13
Lighting Example
Iconography Profiles
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Figure 14
St. Patrick’s
Canonsburg PA
Holy Mary of the Rosary Shrine
2008
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Figure 15
Lunette, Varese, 1974.
A vertical portal cut to outside sky, interior filled with natural and warm white neon light, Sitespecific dimensions: portal cut: 35 11/16 x 78 3/4 inches; hallway: 98 x 98 7/16 x 584 inches.
Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, Panza Collection, Gift, 1992, on permanent loan to Fondo per
l'Ambiente Italiano. 92.4178. © James Turrell..
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